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1. Introduction 

 

1.1. Scope 

This document describes the new structure of the timetable in PCS and defines its creation process 

according to the so called Envelope concept. It describes all related timetable processing changes 

needed as a consequence to the changed structure.  

Though extensive, the changes proposed in this document are more presentational in nature and do 

not define new business rules in the system. The intent is to purely alleviate difficulties and help the 

users in the process of creating timetables in PCS, while at the same time ensure higher data 

consistency and limit ambiguously defined timetables.  

The following issues will be the main target for achieving these goals: 

 Ambiguous meaning of the main timetable: if not all running days of the main timetable are 

covered in subsidiaries is the train actually running on those days. Different agencies 

interpret this result differently. 

 Impossible to define train with alternative origin or destination in a unambiguous way 

 Running days across main and subsidiary timetable can be completely different. As a 

consequence trains can be skipping a territory or run multiple times per day 

Timetable periods should be always generate without warning of inconsistencies if no inconsistencies 

are present in the timetable. With lifting consistency checks to conditions for dossier acceptance and 

promotion it will be ensured that no inconsistent path request will even be sent. 

It is the intention that the changes proposed in this document should not impact at all or at least not in 

a significant way: 

 the harmonization and path request process in PCS  

 access rights of involved agencies during the dossier processing 

 creation, importing and processing of catalogues 

This document will describe in entirety the process of dossier creation by RU agencies and the 

timetable processing in each step of the dossier processing in PCS according to the new structure.  

It will not describe the rest of PCS functionality. 
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2. Terms, Definitions and Abbreviations 

2.1. Abbreviations 

EEC Empty Envelope Concept 

RU Railway undertaker agency 

IM Infrastructure manager agency 

Pap Pre-constructed product path 

C-OSS Corridor one stop shop 

RFC Rail Freight Corridors 

 

2.2. Definitions 

Terms defined in the following table might be loosely related to their more general meaning in the 

English language. Throughout this document when they are used as capitalized, this should indicate 

that their specific meaning should be taken into consideration. 

Path Sequence of locations with assigned RU-IM responsibility, reference 

point with departure time and running days. 

Sub-path Sequence of location with same assigned RU-IM responsibility, 

reference point with departure time and running days. It defines a path 

on the level of one territory. 

Path Variant Timetable combination of sub-path with consistent calendar. 

User Variant It is a Path Variant that consists of sub-paths that belong solely to 

it. It can be created by RU as a path from origin till destination. It 

can emerge as a consequence of adding sub-paths individually if 

some or all of them combine uniquely. 

Train 

 or 

TSI Variant 

It is defined as a set of sub-paths that belong to the same Train ID. 

Multiple sub-path in one territory can belong to the same Train. It is 

identified by a Variant Identifier that is part of the TSI Train Id 

Timetable 

Combination 

Same as Path Variant. 
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Timetable 

Combination Period 

The validity period and exact running days of a Path Variant. 

Main Origin The first path section in the first sub-path of the first territory. 

Main Destination The last path section in the first sub-path of the last territory. 

Origin territory Territory that defines one or more origins in its sub-paths. 

Outline Representation of the timetable that consists of all origins, destinations 

and borders with incoming and outgoing times in each. 

Dossier Creator RU agency that initiates and carries out the dossier creation process, 

could differ from Leading RU in Harmonization phase 

Reference point the first path section in the path where arrival offset for the calendar 

cannot exist 

Construction 

reference point 

Location  designated by the leading RU as referential when looking at 

the schedule of a train (before known as reference point) 

 

RU-IM pair A pair of RU and IM agency that are responsible for locations of a 

path. 

Running days (applicable to any kind of path: sub-path, timetable combination, 

variant) – a specific date on which a train runs on a given path 

Adding / removing 

running days 

can be achieved by adding or removing particular day in a calendar or 

by changing the validity period of the calendar which will implicitly 

remove all days outside of the applied validity period 

Template calendar Running days defined for the main origin during dossier creation that is 

that applied and propagated to all sub-paths. 

Overview calendar Sum of all running days in the reference of one or several paths 

(Variants or Sub-paths) without necessarily a validity period assigned. 

Manual Offset Time offset defined in days assigned by the user to an arrival or 

departure time in a location that does not derive from midnight 

crossing relative to incoming/outgoing departure/arrival times.  

Time zone offset A time offset defined in hours to an arrival or departure time to reflect 

the actual time zone offset that should be considered when calculating 

automatic and/or manual actual arrival and departure offset for running 

days in a location. 
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Neighbor Agency that constructs the timetable in a consecutive territory. 

Territory Sequence of locations defined by RU-IM responsibility. 

Border Location on the edge of an IM responsibility change in a path. 

Interchange point Location on the edge of an RU responsibility change in a path. 
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3. General Description 

This document describes PCS version 2.0 that introduces the Envelope Concept for the timetable 

structure as part of the dossier model. 

The main effect of this change is the disappearance of the concept of Main timetable versus 

subsidiary timetables that describe deviations of the main timetable when constructing timetables in 

PCS. Instead the system will allow the user to define different variations of a given train via 

constructing timetables on a national level or pair level if multiple RU-IM pairs operate in the same 

territory. 

3.1. Major Features 

 RU Timetable construction on national (or pair) level 

 Calendar consistency checks 

 Automatic downgrade of acceptance indicators when neighbors are impacted by a timetable 

change 

 Train Outline as a special presentation of the timetable that shows the most important data that 

describes the train 

 Multiple Pap’s can be added to the dossier on the same territory 

 Pap’s will be published until the border in each territory 

 

3.2. User Classes and Characteristics 

The most impacted by this implementation would be RU users. The most visible changes will be in the 

dossier creation process. 

Changes of the structure, especially the timetable presentation including the outline will be visible for 

C-OSS and IM users but should not impact their work in a significant way. 

3.3. General Constraints 

3.4. Assumptions and Dependencies 

3.5. User Documentation 

List the user documentation components that will be delivered along with the executable software. 

These could include user manuals, online help, and tutorials. Identify any required documentation 

delivery formats, standards, or tools. 
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4. Data Model / Business Model 

4.1. Timetable model changes 

In the envelope concept there is no need any more for a main timetable. Originally the EEC proposed 

that the main timetable is kept as an envelope that will describe the origins, borders and destinations 

of the traffic that is described in a PCS dossier. 

Since then it has been decided to introduce the Outline. This would be a graphical representation of 

the origin, borders and destinations as derived from all defined sub-paths.  

TBD (insert DOSSIER -> TRASSE -> TRASSEELEMENT -> PARAMS class diagram) 

The TRASSE model will remain more or less the same with the following changes: 

Deprecated fields: 

1) TRASSE_TYPE (MASTER, SLAVE) 

New fields in TRASSE:  

1) TITLE VARCHAR2(2000) 

2) TSI_VARIANT VARCHAR2(2) 

3) USER_VARIANT_ID NUMBER(12,0) 

The TRASSEELEMENT model will have the following fields removed because they are not relevant 

anymore after EEC: 

1) IS_TAF_TSI_COMPLIANT 

2) COMPLEMENTARY_CALENDAR_ID 

3) IS_BORDER 

, the following fields are not used and can be removed: 

1) IS_REFPOINT_FOR_REQ_TIMETABLE 

2) ARRIVAL 

3) ARRIVAL_TOLERANCE 

4) DEPARTURE 

5) DEPARTURE_TOLERANCE 

6) ENGINE_COMMENT 

7) OVERLOAD 

8) HANDBRAKE 

9) METERLOAD 

10) MIDNIGHTS_ARRIVAL 

11) MIDNIGHTS_DEPARTURE 

12) ENGINE_UIC_NR 

13) STOPTYPES 

14) ENABLED_IMPARAMS_VALIDATION 
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15) NETWORKPAP_ID 

16) HARMONIZATION_STATUS 

New fields in TRASSEELEMENT 

1) ARRIVAL_TIME_MANUAL_OFFSET NUMBER(2,0) 

2) DEPARTURE_TIME_MANUAL_OFFSET NUMBER(2,0) 

3) ARRIVAL_TIME_TIMEZONE_OFFSET NUMBER(2,0) 

4) DEPARTURE_TIME_TIMEZONE_OFFSET NUMBER(2,0) 

5) ALTERNATIVE_ORIGIN CHAR(1) 

6) ALTERNATIVE_DESTINATION CHAR (1) 

 

Manual offset fields will have a changed type from CHAR(1) to NUMBER(2,0), because the usage will 

be changed. The fields will not keep a Boolean value that designates where a manual offset begins 

but will keep the amount of offset that was selected by the user. 

Time zone will be tracked separately from usual manual offset. It will also indicate the amount of offset 

that the user selected but it can be applied in both directions as negative or positive and it will be 

equal to the time zone offset related to the user location. This means it is defined in hours. New fields 

for time zone offset of type NUMBER(2,0). 

The title will be added in the addition to the already existing field ‘Days of Service’ that is currently 

used to describe running days of the given timetable whether it is the main timetable or a subsidiary 

that defines a deviation. It is used in different ways by different agencies, some put a detailed 

description of all running days between origin and destination (1) and some only weekdays (2) or in 

descriptive way (3). Case (4) shows even more specialized usage of this field. Indication of days that 

actually defined as exclusion of the normally running days (I-train) was raised regularly on the EEC 

taskforce workshops. 

(1) Salzburg - München (1) - (6), nicht 25., 26.XII.2017, 01.I., 02.IV., 21.V.2018, 

München - Karlsruhe täglic 

(2) 1+3+4 

(3) Ganzjährig täglich 

(4) 1+3+5 -DELETED IN ITALIAN FEAST 

The new title field will be a free text field but with a different purpose. It will be used in the Timetable 

periods to give common description among sub-paths that are combined. In this sense the title of 

each subpath it is expected to describe the reason for the deviation. If the reason is national it will 

only appear on a sub-path level. If the reason is on the complete stretch then the title should be the 

same for the complete timetable period i.e. all affected sub-paths that combine uniquely. 

The Variant identifier, new field USER_VARIANT_ID, will be assigned when sub-paths will be created 

together for the complete stretch from origin to destination. Such timetable combination of sub-paths 

is a User Variant. The distinction between timetable combination and variant is needed to indicate that 
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the latter is long lived variation of the traffic for the train represented by a dossier in PCS. Timetable 

combinations are also called Path Variants. 

The TSI_VARIANT field will be moved from DOSSIER to TRASSE model. 
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5. Functional Requirements 

All requirements in this chapter apply to all RU-IM pair based dossiers of any process type unless 

stated differently. 

5.1. Dossier Creation Process (Ref. A) 

For all requirements in this chapter the following assumptions apply: Actor is leading RU and creator 

of the dossier. Timetable agency type is RU. 

Dossiers are created by RU users in PCS.  

1) The system shall allow the user to save a dossier in draft version at any time. 

5.1.1. Basic Data (Ref. A.1) 

1) The system shall require the user to enter the Dossier name as the most basic information 

describing the dossier.  

2) The system shall allow the user to enter International train number without control of the 

correctness of the input besides its maximum allowed length. 

3) The system shall propose a selection of a Timetable period that still is open for dossier creation. 

4) [TSI REQ] The system shall require Train Id to be entered: 

a. The system shall require the user to enter Core element of the Train Id with exactly 12 

alphanumeric characters. 

b. The system shall pre-fill the Company Code element of the Train Id with the creator 

agency. 

c. The system shall allow the user to change the proposed Company Code by selecting 

another RU agency registered in the system. 

d. The system shall allow the user to enter the Start Date element of the Train Id that 

designates the earliest start date of the traffic for the train. 

e. The system shall prevent an already existing composite Train Id to be defined that is 

used in another dossier for the same timetable period. 

5) The system shall calculate the list of possible Process Types in which a dossier can be created 

on the current date and time and allow the user a selection in case of more than one possibility. 

The calculation is based on comparison of the current date against the selected timetable period 

deadlines and milestones (Ref. documentation) 

6) The system shall allow the user to select one of the following Dossier Types: 

a. Default  

b. Status quo 

c. Change, Fault, Change in current timetable (should we deprecate these? They are 

inconsequential in the system currently, unless they are needed in national system we 

should remove them) 

7) The system shall assign the Train Type of the dossier according to the agency type of the creator 

agency. 
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8) The system must prevent the user from changing the Train Type of the dossier. 

 

 

5.1.2. RU path (Ref. A.2) 

It is important to RU users to be able to create the traffic for a train in one go from origin to 

destination. Leading RU’s prior to creating the information in PCS already gather information from 

their partners about the traffic under their responsibility and are able to create the complete path with 

high accuracy. Because of these reasons, the same approach will be taken in the Envelope concept. 

Today in PCS this is done via the creation of the main timetable. It is the first timetable that PCS 

requires to exist during the dossier creation process.  

The general requirements General path editing (Ref. GEN.1) apply and in addition: 

1) The system shall allow the creator RU to enter the complete path for the train from the main 

origin to the main destination.   

2) The system shall prevent the user from saving a path in the draft dossier with: 

a. at least one path section with missing responsible IM 

b. only one path section in a territory 

c. missing departure time in the reference point 

d. inconsistent dwell time relative to defined Actual arrival and departure time in a path 

section (ex. arr: 10:00, dwell: 120, dep: 11:00 -> dwell time longer than the time 

period between arrival and departure) 

e. inconsistent dwell time in a path section relative to defined arrival or departure time 

in the next path section (ex. ps1 – arr: 10:00, dwell:120; ps2 – arr:11:00 -> dwell time 

longer than the time period between arrival in a path section and arrival time in 

subsequent path section) 

3) The system shall create sub-paths from the RU path once the user saves the path: 

a. The system shall start creating sub-paths starting from the reference point and 

cutting on each change of RU or IM responsible agency moving down through the 

path sections. 

b. The system shall assign the first path section as reference point of each sub-path. 

c. The system shall assign the selected Construction reference point for the whole path 

in the sub-path that contains it. 

d. The system shall default to the first path section as Construction reference point of 

each sub-path that doesn’t have a Construction reference point assigned. 

e. The system shall assign a calendar and offset to every path section in all sub-paths. 

4) The system shall assign ‘Main route’ title to an RU path with no title entered, upon saving. 

5) The system shall assign the RU agency of previous and next path section for a path section 

in the middle with an empty RU agency. 

6) The system shall assign Unknown RU agency for all sub-paths with missing RU agency in 

the path sections. 
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5.1.3. General path editing (Ref. GEN.1) 

The following requirements apply each time a sub-paths or User Variant is modified. 

1) Path creation dynamic: 

a. The system shall allow the user to insert a path section at any point in the path 

including at the beginning and at the end. 

b. The system shall allow the user to remove any path section. 

c. The system shall recognize the first path section as reference point in a path. 

d. The system shall default to the creator RU agency as responsible RU agency. 

e. The system shall pre-fill the responsible RU agency from previous or next path 

section depending on matching IM agency. 

f. The system shall calculate and show to the user, the overall time of the path running 

in days, hours and minutes based on entered times in all path sections, starting with 

zero when there is not enough information entered. 

2) Path data 

a. The system shall require the user to enter the Actual departure time in the first path 

section 

b. The system shall assign the first path section as reference point and Construction 

reference point. 

c. The system shall allow the creator to select a Construction reference point in the 

path. 

d. The system shall allow the user to enter a title for the path. 

e. The system shall propose to select a previously entered title for another path. 

f. [TSI REQ] The system shall require the user to enter TSI Variant Identifier that 

consist of exactly two alphanumeric characters. 

g. [TSI REQ] The system shall propose to select a previously entered TSI Variant 

Identifier. 

3) Path section data 

a. The system shall require at least one of the following data elements for each station: 

i. Actual arrival time as hours and minutes of 24 hour day 

ii. Actual departure time as hours and minutes of 24 hour day 

iii. Operation point name 

iv. Operation point detail 

v. Train Number 

b. The system shall allow the user to define an arrival or departure manual offset to the 

right for the running days (according to departure) in each path section in a sub-

path, except in a destination path sections.  

c. The system shall allow to nullify arrival and departure time offset due to a time zone 

offset. See related use cases starting with UC-710: Apply and propagate departure 

time manual offset with auto offset. 

i. Ex. FRETHUN arr. 06:57; dep. 06:56 -> EUROTUNNEL arr. 05:57; dep. 

05:57; time zone offset nullifies auto arrival offset of 1  
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d. The system shall allow to remove time zone offset or manual offset. 

e. The system shall allow the user to enter Path Number. 

f. The system shall allow the user to select an Operation point from all valid operation 

points defined in the system compared to the validity period of the concerned 

timetable period. 

g. The system shall pre-select the responsible IM of the path section according to the 

responsible IM of a selected operation point. 

h. The system shall require the user to select responsible IM and RU agency for a path 

section. 

i. The system shall allow the user to enter dwell time in minutes. 

 

5.1.4. Dossier-level data (Ref. A.3) 

1) The system shall calculate dossier RU-IM pairs according to the entered RU path based on 

the responsible RU and IM in each path section. 

2) The system shall allow the creator RU user to enter dossier level agency parameters for their 

pairs. (Reference documentation for Agency parameters) 

3) The system shall pre-select the first paired IM agency with the creator RU agency as leading 

IM agency in the dossier. 

4) The system shall allow the creator RU user to select a leading IM agency from any RU-IM 

pair in the dossier. 

5.1.5. Train parameters (Ref. A.4) 

The leading RU in Open phase has editing access for all territories. However, he can only enter 

agency parameters for sub-paths that are under his responsibility. The general train parameter 

requirements apply General train parameter editing (Ref. GEN.2) and in addition: 

1) The system shall allow the leading RU to enter and modify common train parameters in each 

path section of any sub-path regardless of territory. 

2) The system shall allow the leading RU to copy selected common train parameters from one 

path-section to other selected path sections in the same User Variant (VERTICAL; ON-

DEMAND). 

5.1.6. General train parameter editing (Ref. GEN.2) 

This chapter lays out general requirements regarding editing of path section level agency parameters 

and common train parameters. It is assumed that rules about RU responsibility over each element 

apply. 

Multiple options shall be available to the user for keeping train parameters in sync between different 

path sections and sub-paths. In Open phase the leading RU can edit common train parameters 

everywhere and agency parameters only in path sections under their responsibility. 

There are two cases when parameters entered for one path section are applied to one or more other 

path sections: 
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- Propagation of changes – happens upon changes being made to parameters in a given path 

section 

- Copying of values – happens on-demand and allows copying horizontally and / or vertically to 

other path sections and other sub-paths or User Variants. 

 

1) The system shall show all common train parameters for the reference point and changed 

common parameters relative to previous path section for each path section in a sub-path or 

timetable combination geographical representation. 

2) The system shall show details of all entered train parameters for a selected path section. 

a. The system shall allow editing train parameters for a selected path section  

b. The system shall allow to propagate, changed parameters only, to selected 

operation points and sub-paths in the same territory (HORIZONTAL; UPON 

CHANGE). 

c. The system shall allow to save currently entered parameters in a new template with 

a given name for the responsible IM agency of the concerned path section and for 

the dossier’s train type. 

3) The system shall allow copying of train parameters (Wireframes):  

d. The system shall allow to copy train parameters from a selected template to all sub-

paths that fall under the responsibility of the IM for which the template is defined 

(ALL; ON-DEMAND). Only parameters with defined values in the template are 

copied. 

e. The system shall allow to copy selected train parameters from selected path 

sections in one sub-path to one or more selected sub-paths in the same territory 

based on matching operation point (HORIZONTAL; ON-DEMAND). 

f. The system shall allow to copy selected train parameters from one path-section to 

other selected path sections in the same sub-path (VERTICAL; ON-DEMAND). 

For applying a change of a common train parameter that is so general that should be applied at the 

same time throughout the whole dossier, should be handled with a template. 

By default new path sections are always created with train parameters copied from another existing 

path section and changes to some parameters can be propagated horizontally in the same territory. 

There will be no way to copy or propagate changes across territories, except by applying a template. 

5.1.7. Sub-paths (Ref. A.5) 

The general requirements in (Ref. GEN.3) apply and in addition: 

1) The system shall allow adding a new territory by choosing a new RU-IM pair to be involved in 

the dossier; it will require that the user creates at least one sub-path for the new territory. 

2) The system shall allow removing a territory unless it is the last territory where leading RU is 

responsible. The system shall remove all sub-paths related to the removed territory. 

3) [TSI REQ] The system shall prevent assigning a TSI Variant Identifier when it is already 

assigned to a sub-path with different origin, border or destination in the same territory. 
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5.1.8. User Variants (Ref. A.6) 

1) The system shall allow adding a complete timetable combination (User Variant) with a path 

that runs through all territories – RU path (Ref. A.2) applies. 

2) The system shall allow editing and copying a User Variant – RU path (Ref. A.2) applies. 

a. The system shall assign a variant identifier to a new User Variant upon saving  

3) The system shall allow deleting a User Variant. 

4) The system shall allow deleting a sub-path that belongs to a User Variant and will 

consequently remove its variant identifier from all related sub-paths. 

5) The system shall assign a new variant identifier when a new User Variant gets spawned as a 

consequence of new sub-path being added. See use cases UC-100: Add a new User Variant 

in Open phase as L-RU. 

6) [TSI REQ] The system shall prevent assigning a TSI Variant Identifier to a User Variant when 

it is already assigned to a User Variant with different origin, border or destination. See use 

cases starting from UC-400: [TSI] Variant corrected after involved RU adds a sub-path. 

5.1.9. General sub-path editing (Ref. GEN.3) 

1) The system shall allow selecting and modifying a sub-path. General requirements apply 

General path editing (Ref. GEN.1). 

2) The system shall allow the user to create a new sub-path. 

3) The system shall allow creating a new sub-path section based on a selected sub-path by 

copying all its data in entirety and omitting only PCS identifiers of all its elements. 

4) The system shall allow deletion of any path section in a sub-path. 

5) The system shall require that a sub-path comprises of at least two path sections at any time. 

6) The system shall prevent changing responsible RU and IM for all path sections in a sub-path. 

7) The system shall pre-fill the appropriate responsible RU and IM for a new path section added 

to a sub-path. 

8) The system shall keep the order in which the users create sub-paths from oldest to latest per 

territory. 

9) Maintaining origins, destinations and borders. See use cases starting from UC-600: [X-train] 

Involved RU adds additional destination. 

a. The system shall always assign the first and last path section of a sub-path as origin, 

destination or border as appropriate, depending on the position of the territory in the 

outline of the train. 

b. The system shall allow changing an origin, destination or border path section’s 

operation point and will mark it as alternative origin, destination or border 

respectively.  

c. The system shall maintain the first/last path section in the oldest sub-path in each 

territory as the main origin, destination or border as appropriate.  

d. The system shall allow marking the last path section in any but the last territory as 

alternative destination, effectively this shall allow for skipping some running days in 

all subsequent territories below it. 
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e. The system shall allow marking the first path section in any but the first territory as 

alternative origin, effectively this shall allow for skipping some running days in all 

previous territories.  

10) The system shall allow removing a sub-path unless it is the last one in the territory. 

11) The system shall allow to: 

a. propagate a change in times (earliest, latest or actual arrival or departure time)  

b. or copy all times  

, from one path section to the first path section with the same operation point in each sub-path 

that contains the same operation point as the source path section, asking for user consent for each 

changed sub-path. It shall recalculate running days and offsets in all impacted path sections.  

 

5.1.10. Calendar (Ref. A.7) 

1) The system shall allow to enter a template calendar for the complete dossier when all sub-paths 

are combined in only one User Variant (initially only the main route exists) and it shall apply to, 

and calculate offsets, for all path sections in all sub-paths. 

2) The system shall apply the changed calendar in the first sub-path that belongs to a User Variant, 

to all other sub-paths in the User Variant. 

3) The system shall warn the user and prevent dossier creation when: 

a. There are sub-paths with empty calendar 

b. There is a calendar inconsistency  

4) The system shall calculate and present the timetable combination periods. 
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5) The system shall allow an actual dossier in Open status to be created once the calendar 

definition is complete.  

5.1.11. General calendar editing (Ref. GEN.4) 

The following requirements apply for editing of running days of sub-path or User Variant. 

1) The system shall allow the user to set the running days in the reference pont (the first path 

section) of a path – inherently running days are according to the departure. 

2) The system shall calculate the running days (according to departure) in all subsequent path 

sections based on defined actual arrival and departure time, manual offsets and timezone offsets. 

See related use cases starting with UC-700: Apply and propagate arrival time manual offset. 

a. midnight crossing between departure time in one path section and arrival time in 

subsequent path section shifts running days on the right 

b. manual offset shifts the running days on the right by the defined amount 

c. timezone offset can shift running days, left or right, by the defined amount 

3) The system shall remove running day from all other sub-path running days when a running day is 

added to a sub-path calendar; relative departure offset between origins shall be applied. See 

related use cases starting with UC-200: Transfer running day to new sub-path with relative offset. 

5.2. Dossier editing in Open phase (Ref. B) 

For all requirements in this chapter the following assumptions apply: Actor is leading RU and creator 

of the dossier. Timetable agency type is RU. The dossier is in Open phase. 

Only the leading RU has access to the dossier in Open phase. The leading RU is the same as the 

creator RU in Open phase. The editing of the dossier elements in Open phase relates closely to the 

creation process described in the previous chapter. The leading RU suffers from some restrictions in 

access, the least of that are: 

- Cannot enter dossier level parameters for other pairs 

- Cannot access the template calendar feature 

- Cannot change leading RU agency  

 

5.2.1. Basic Data (Ref. B.1) 

1) The system shall display basic information about the dossier: title, international train number, 

train id, timetable period, dossier, type and train type; dossier RU-IM pairs and all applicable 

dossier level agency parameters. 

2) The system shall allow changing: title, international train number, all train id elements and 

dossier type. 

3) The system shall allow definition of special agreement. 

4) The system shall allow assigning different leading IM agency. 

5) The system shall allow changing dossiel level agency parameters for pair of the leading RU. 

6) The system shall allow removing a non-leading RU agency from the dossier by marking the 

responasability of all path sections that were under its responsibility as uknown. 
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7) The system shall allow adding and removing production-only RU, production and service 

agency. 

5.2.2. Geography (Ref. B.2) 

1) The system shall offer geographical presentation of all sub-paths in the dossier RU timetable. 

2) The system shall calculate and present the timetable combination periods. 

3) The system shall calculate and present all running days combined from all origins for a 

dossier with all origins belonging to the same territory. 

4) The system shall calculate and present all running days combined from all origins belonging 

to the first territory for an I-train dossier. 

5) The system shall offer a possibility to calculate and present all running days in the lowest 

territory not skipped by an alternative origin for I-train dossier. 

6) The system shall filter the presented sub-pats or timetable combination periods based on 

selected running days by the user. 

7) The system shall allow editing of sub-paths as per Sub-paths (Ref. A.5) 

8) The system shall allow editing of User Variants as per User Variants (Ref. A.6).  

9) The system shall allow creating a sub-path for running days that are not covered from 

previous territory. (Wireframes) 

5.2.3. Calendar (Ref. B.3) 

The leading RU in Open phase will have the capability to modify the calendar of a User Variants. 

1) The system shall show an overview of all running days combined on the origin / border of the 

first territory of the user. 

2) The system shall allow the user to view the overview of all running days in another territory 

by selecting it in the outline. 

3) The system shall annotate the overview calendar with the information about the sub-path that 

covers each running day. 

4) The system shall annotate the overview calendar with information of the incoming running 

days in the selected territory 

a. In the first territory coincides with overview calendar 

b. In subsequent territory it consists of all running days (overview calendar) in previous 

territory 

5) The system shall offer an overview calendar based on timetable combinations, consequently 

this calendar is based on the running days in the first territory or the last territory that 

contains an alternative origin for I-train. 

6) The system shall allow the user to view the calendar of a single sub-path. It shall show the 

running days in the reference point and it shall annotate the validity period of the selected 

sub-path. 

7) The system shall allow the user to modify the calendar of a single sub-path or a User Variant. 

Requirements in General calendar editing (Ref. GEN.4) apply. 
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8) The system shall show the arrival and departure offset (auto offset) of the running days in 

each path section of a sub-path relative to the running days of the reference point (the first 

path section). 

9) The system shall show the manual and time zone offsets entered by the user in each path 

section and make distinction between them. 

 

5.2.4. Timetable Combinations algorithm (Ref. GEN.5) 

The current algorithm for producing timetable combination periods in PCS can be greatly improved 

with the Envelope concept.  

The following rules should apply for the algorithm: 

 Only sub-paths that are defined for neighboring territories and have common running days 

i.e. can be stitched together to produce a consistent path can be combined. 

 Having common running days is checked against the border calendar and inbound and 

outbound times. 

 A sub-path that contains alternative origin cannot be combined in previous territory. 

 A sub-path that contains alternative destination cannot be combined in next territory. 

Inbound time for a border and given sub-path is defined as the latest actual departure or arrival time 

coming to the border. Outbound time for a border and given sub-path is defined as the earliest actual 

arrival or departure time starting from the border. This means that if there is no time defined on the 

border itself than previous path sections are checked upwards and downwards for incoming and 

outgoing sub-path respectively. Normally outbound time for a border must be defined as it coincides 

with the reference point. 
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1) The system shall produce the timetable combination periods from all entered sub-paths 

based on common running days of origin, destination and border path sections and within a 

common continous validity period. 

2) The system shall assign to a timetable combination the largest common continuous validity 

period of all sub-paths that it consists of. 

3) The system shall allow detailed view of all sub-paths that belong to a combination including 

running days in each path section. 

4) The system shall display a combined title for the combination when sub-paths have the same 

title. 

5) The system shall display ‘Main route’ as title for a combination that consists of sub-paths with 

no title defined. 

6) The system shall show all titles for all sub-paths in their respective order as a title of the 

combination when some of the sub-paths have different titles. 

7) The system shall display the variant title and identifier for timetable combination that is also a 

variant. 

5.2.5. Path Variants (Ref. B.4) 

1) The system shall present an order of timetable combinations according to starting runing day 

according to the reference point in their first territory. 
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The system shall allow sub-paths to be edited starting from a combination. See use cases starting 

with UC-300: Change arrival time on border starting from Path Variant. 

a) The system shall warn the user if their changes had impact on the timetable 

combinations before saving their changes. 

b) The system shall show the user borders that are inconsistent due to the user’s 

changes.  

c) The system shall show the sub-path that is not included in any timetable 

combination due to their changes. 

2) The system shall warn the user of inconsistent timetable combinations. A Path Variant is 

inconsistent when: 

a. It does not cover all territories though it does not define appropriate alternative origin 

or destination. See use cases starting with UC-500: Leading RU adds a day in first 

territory in Harmonization phase. 

b. [TSI REQ] It consists of sub-paths with different TSI Variant identifier.  

5.2.6. Train parameters (Ref. B.5) 

Editing of train parameters in Open phase are already described in Train parameters (Ref. A.4). 

5.3. Dossier editing in Harmonization phase (Ref. C) 

For all requirements in this chapter the following assumptions apply: Actor is leading RU and creator 

of the dossier. Timetable agency type is RU. The dossier is in Harmonization phase. 

Harmonization phase has more restrictive editing rules than the Open phase. In Harmonization all 

involved RU agencies gain access to the dossier and can modify each their own sub-paths and their 

respective sub elements: parameters, calendar etc.  

5.3.1. Basic Data (Ref. C.1) 

8) The system shall display basic information about the dossier: title, international train number, 

train id, timetable period, dossier, type and train type; dossier RU-IM pairs and all applicable 

dossier level agency parameters. 

9) The system shall allow an involved RU to change: title, international train number and dossier 

type. 

10) The system shall allow an involved RU to define a special agreement. 

11) The system shall allow the leading RU to assign different leading IM agency. 

12) The system shall allow an involved RU changing dossiel level agency parameters for his 

pairs. 

13) The system shall allow the leading RU to remove a non-leading RU agency from the dossier 

by marking the responsability of all path sections that were under its responsibility as 

uknown. 

14) The system shall allow the leading RU to add and remove production-only RU, production 

and service agency. 
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5.3.2. Geography (Ref. C.2) 

In Harmonization each RU, including the leading RU have responsibility only in their territory. The 

requirements of General sub-path editing (Ref. GEN.3) apply with the responsibility taken into 

account. Leading RU was allowed to create international subsidiaries in Harmonization phase but 

later they could not edit the parts of such subsidiary that were outside of their responsibility. This 

leads to inconsistent rules about editing of the timetable. For this reason User Variants cannot be 

created explicitly anymore after Open phase. They can still however emerge in the process of editing 

as explained for Open phase in UC-120: Add new Sub-path that creates new User Variants in Open 

phase as L-RU. The same is valid in Harmonization phase having in mind that each RU can add sub-

paths only in their territories. 

In Harmonization phase it is not possible anymore to enter complete stretch paths i.e. User Variants. 

1) The system shall allow deleting a sub-path that belongs to a User Variant and will 

consequently remove its variant identifier from all related sub-paths. 

2) [TSI REQ] The system shall allow the leading RU to change the TSI Variant Identifier of any 

User Variant or Sub-path in any territory as long as it has consistent origin, border and 

destination with sub-paths in the same territory that belong to the same TSI Variant. 

5.3.3. Calendar (Ref. C.3) 

In Harmonization each RU can modify the calendar of sub-paths in territories that are under their 

responsibility. The general calendar editing rules apply General calendar editing (Ref. GEN.4). 

The leading RU has the ability to add additional frame running days. Though these are not specifically 

defined in the domain they are derived from running days defined in origin territories. In the case of I-

Train there are two or more origin territories. In this case the leading RU can add running days in 

subsequent territories. 

1) The system shall allow the leading RU to add running days in any of the sub-paths in the first 

territory or the last territory with alternative origin for I-train. 

2) The system shall allow the leading RU to add running days in and subsequent territory in a 

sub-path that runs from an alternative origin. 

5.3.4. Train parameters (Ref. C.4) 

General train parameter editing (Ref. GEN.2) apply, with the assumption that each involved RU, 

including the leading RU, have possibility to edit all train parameters only in path sections that they 

are responsible for. 

5.3.5. Acceptance indicators downgrade (Ref. C.5) 

In Harmonization phase each involved RU marks their work as completed by setting their acceptance 

indicator to green. 

Changing of times on borders (or interchange points) can lead to inconsistent calendars in next 

territory. Hence, there is a need of setting rules for downgrading of neighboring acceptance indicators 

in order to alert them that they need to make adjustments in their territory. 
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1) The system shall downgrade the acceptance indicator of the RU responsible in a neighbor 

territory when at least one of the following changes occur on the border or interchange point:  

a) operation point  

b) arrival or departure time  

c) manual or time zone offset – in case it is done on the border, otherwise an offset change 

in the middle of the sub-path will trigger running days change 

d) dwell time 

e) running days 

f) alternative origin or destination  

2) The system shall send an email notification to a subscribed RU whose acceptance indicator 

has been downgraded with the reason for the downgrade that will indicate the title of the sub-

path that has been changed and the name of the operation point for which the change has 

occurred when applicable (sub-path id, title, path section id, op. point name for any change 

except for running days in which case there is no relevant path section). 

3) The system shall prevent an involved RU to set an acceptance indicator to green when the 

related territory does not have a consistent calendar with previous territory when one exists. 

See use cases starting with UC-500: Leading RU adds a day in first territory in 

Harmonization phase. 

5.4. Dossier inconsistency warnings (filters) 

5.5. Dossiers that use Pap capacity 

The main advantage with the envelope concept when working with PaP capacity will be the fact that 

now multiple PaP’s can be selected and combined in one territory. Each sub-path in a territory can 

use capacity from PaP’s independently from other sub-paths in the same territory.  

5.5.1. Dossier Creation from Selected Pap(s) 

1) The system shall allow selection of PaP dossiers from which a new dossier that uses some 

of their capacity will be created. 

2) The system shall present the user with all PaP dossiers that satisfy the selection of 

directions, corridors and timetable period. 

3) The system shall allow the user to find PaP dossiers according to the dossier’s Catalogue 

Path Number or PaP ID. 

4) The system shall present PaP dossiers, that are found according to the criteria entered by 

the user, in an order defined by:  

a. TBD 

5) The system shall allow to remove path sections from a selected PaP from the top or from the 

bottom but must prevent removing in the middle of the PaP path or removing a protected 

border. A path section is in the middle of a PaP when it is surrounded by other path sections 

coming from the same PaP in a Sub-path or in Path Variant.  

6) The system shall allow selection of running days regardless of their availability. 

7) The system shall warn of unavailable days in every location of each selected PaP. 
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8) The system shall allow entering dossier level parameters, selection of leading IM, entering 

path section level train parameters and dossier basic data as per normal dossier creation 

(Train parameters (Ref. A.4); Dossier-level data (Ref. A.3); Reference: param set code 

constraints) 

9) The system shall create User Variant that will consist of sub-paths derived from selected 

PaP’s. 

a) Order of the PaP’s across territories is as given by the user 

b) One PaP can be split across territories according to responsible RU and IM agency 

given by the user 

c) Multiple PaP’s can be used in one territory as long as they belong to the same RU and 

IM responsibility 

 

10) The system shall create sub-paths to cover running days that are not available in the PaP’s 

selected by the user. See use cases starting with UC-800: Involved RU adds F/IFO/O and 

creates new Sub-path with PaP in Harmonization. 

11) The system shall keep double entry track of the request for capacity from the Catalogue. 

5.5.2. Editing Paths that use capacity 

Path sections that are coming from PaP can only be edited and removed by leading RU in Open 

phase or by responsible RU in Harmonization phase. 

General rules for sub-path editing apply described in General sub-path editing (Ref. GEN.3) and 

additionally: 
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1) The system shall allow removing PaP from a sub-path unless this leads to removing the 

complete sub-path and it is the last sub-path in the territory. 

2) The system shall allow removing path section that comes from PaP and is bellow Feeder or 

above Outflow path section unless it is protected border. 

3) The system shall allow adding a path sections from selected PaP in a Path. See use cases 

starting with UC-800: Involved RU adds F/IFO/O and creates new Sub-path with PaP in 

Harmonization.  

5.5.3. Dossier editing by C-OSS 

NOTES: What I explained on PCS CCB: 

- In case of “combined PaP” according to the wireframes, PCS could cover the not available days 

of the PaP with an additional subpath only in the affected territory 

- Different PaP in the different subpath in the same territory means also different “request”, so 

RFC can handle the PaPs request by request as today. This means they can reserve a PaP in a 

subpath, and e.g. tailor-made another PaP in the other subpaths. According today, it should be 

also supported inside on subpath that one PaP is reserved and the one below is tailor-made. 

5.6. Dossier editing by IM 

NOTES: IM editing in Path Elaboration is basically the same as the RUs in Harmonization. However 

here the territory business could even more important, meaning to add new or remove a territory. If 

you have a train running Slovenia – Hungary – Austria, but there is a TCR in Hungary, it can easily 

happen that IMs would do an offer only via Slovenia – Austria. Same applies Germany – Austria 

(sometimes only Germany) and Germany – Czechia. Of course, it’s valid the other way around. The 

request was only for Slovenia – Austria, but they would run through Hungary too. In that case a new 

territory should be entered. We had examples in production of both use cases. In that case maybe the 

leading IM could do something. 

IMs on PCS CCB liked the rules I explained, but please add them here or reference them from the RU 

chapters, because they would like to see them also clearly written, what we will allow and what now. 

Especially with the number of running days that we won’t allow holes in the middle of the route. 

5.7. Copying Dossier 

5.7.1. Carry forward 

NOTES: One idea could be that we carry forward always the main timetables only and create the first 

user variant. We can pre-check already, if there is any, where the 2 path sections/territory rule would 

break, and we can prepare those dossier in the summer (post-processing) or later via PA/PM to avoid 

such problems during the carry forward. 
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5.7.2. Copying a dossier 

5.7.3. Creating a composite train 

5.8. PA/PM  

NOTES: I would pay special attention on Path Cancellation (on RU and on IM side too). It’s now 

almost impossible (to understand the result in the system), especially in adjustment phase, but with 

EEC it could look quite clear. RU in the first/last territory opens dossier in PM and removes a day from 

the marked SP. Everything is clear. 

 

5.9. OTHER 

NOTES: Low prio, but we discussed the dossier printout. We agreed with PCS CCB, if we start 

exporting in the PDF all the subpaths and calendars, it will be a book and unreadable. Maybe we can 

have some solution like: 

 TTCs 
 Calendar 
 Subpaths (only my agency) 
 Outline 
 RU/IM/C-OSS TT 
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6. General Requirements Chapters 

 Notification approach 

 Validation errors for calendar constraints 

 Dossier structure migration and validation 
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7. Use Cases Chapters 

 Show mockup/wireframe if appropriate 

 Use case elements: 

 precondition 

 triggering event 

 input data 

 basic flow 

 alternate flow 

 output data 

 postconditions 
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7.1.1. UC-100: Add a new User Variant in Open phase as L-RU 

Summary Creation of new sub-paths in all territories by adding a new User Variant. 

Users Leading RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in Open 

phase.  

Timetable has 3 territories, one User Variant and 3 sub-paths. 

Steps User creates a User Variant by copying the main User Variant.  

 

Postconditions Variant 2 identifier is created. 

User Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1) - running days: (1-5) 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-2) –running days: (6) 
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7.1.2. UC-110: Add a new Sub-path that dissolves a User Variant in Open phase as L-RU 

Summary User Variant is dissolved by creating a new sub-path and assigning days to it 

that are removed from the User Variant. 

Users Leading RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in Open 

phase.  

Timetable has 3 territories, two User Variants and 6 sub-paths. 

User Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1) - running days: (1-5) 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-2) - running days: (6) 

Steps User creates a sub-path running on a day removed from Variant 1 in the middle 

territory.  

 

Postconditions Variant 1 is dissolved and its identifier is removed. 

User Variants: 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-2) –running days: (6) 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1) - running days: (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1) –running days: (5) 
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7.1.3. UC-120: Add new Sub-path that creates new User Variants in Open phase as L-RU 

Summary Creation a sub-path leads to a timetable that completely consists of Variants. 

Users Leading RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in Open 

phase.  

Timetable has 3 territories, two Variants and 8 sub-paths. 

User Variants: 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-2) –running days: (6) 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1) - running days: (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-3, SP 2-3, SP 3-1) –running days: (5) 

Steps User creates a sub-path running on a day removed from Variant 1 in the last 

territory.  

 

 

Postconditions User Variants: 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-2) –running days: (6) 

3: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1) - running days: (1-4) 

4: (SP 1-3, SP 3-2, SP 3-3) –running days: (5) 
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7.1.4. UC-130: Add new Sub-path that dissolves all User Variants in Open phase as L-RU 

Summary There are no more User Variants after Sub-path is added. 

Users Leading RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in Open 

phase.  

Timetable has 3 territories, one User Variant and 7 sub-paths. 

User Variants: 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-2) –running days: (6,7) 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days: (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days: (5) 

Steps User creates a sub-path running on a day removed from Variant 1 in the middle 

territory.  

 

 

Postconditions Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days: (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days: (5) 

3: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-2), running days: (6) 

4: (SP 1-2, SP 2-4, SP 3-2), running days: (7) 
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7.1.5. UC-200: Transfer running day to new sub-path with relative offset 

Summary Creation of new sub-paths in first territory and removing running days from 

existing sub-path with a relative offset to the right. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 2 sub-paths in the first territory. 

Steps User creates a sub-path running on a day removed from sub-path 1 in the first 

territory. 

 

Postconditions Running day for the new sub-path is shifted to the right compared to running 

day removed from the first sub-path. 

7.1.6. UC-210: Transfer running day to existing sub-path  

Summary Creation of new sub-paths in first territory and removing running days from 

existing sub-path with a relative offset to the right. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 2 sub-paths in the first territory. 

Steps User creates a sub-path running on a day removed from sub-path 1 in the first 

territory. 

 

Postconditions Running day for the new sub-path is shifted to the right compared to running 

day removed from the first sub-path. 
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7.1.7. UC-220: Transfer running day to existing sub-path with relative offset 

Summary A running day that is added in one sub-path is removed from another with 

relative offset. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 2 sub-paths in the first territory. 

Steps User adds a running day in the first sub-path that is removed from the second. 

 

Postconditions Running day for the new sub-path is shifted to the right compared to running 

day removed from the first sub-path. 
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7.1.8. UC-300: Change arrival time on border starting from Path Variant 

Summary Change of arrival time on a border leads to inconsistent Path Variants. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 3 territories and 4 sub-paths. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1), Main route 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-2), running days (2), Deviation 1 

Steps User edits a sub path in the last territory and sets an earlier outbound time on 

the border. 

 

Postconditions Second Path Variant does not exist anymore, running days in the changed sub-

path remain unmatched. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1), Main route 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1), Main route [WARNING]: Inconsistent 

calendar – not all days are covered! 

2: (SP 3-2), running days (2), Deviation 1 [WARNING]: Inconsistent calendar 

– not all days are covered! 
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7.1.9. UC-310: Mark an alternative destination starting from Path Variant 

Summary Setting an alternative destination dissolves Path Variant. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 3 territories and 4 sub-paths. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1), Main route 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-2, SP 3-2), running days (2), Main route / Deviation 1 / 

Deviation 2 

Steps User edits a sub path in the second territory and marks the border as 

alternative destination. 

 

 

Postconditions Second Path Variant does not exist anymore, running days in the changed sub-

path remain unmatched. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1), Main route 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-2), running days (2), Deviation 1 

3: (SP 3-2), running days (2), Deviation 2 [WARNING]: Extra days – consider 

removing! 
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7.1.10. UC-400: [TSI] Variant corrected after involved RU adds a sub-path 

Summary Involved RU corrects TSI Variants by adding a new Sub-path in their territory. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 2 territories and 4 sub-paths. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-5), Main route, V1 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-1), running days (6), Deviation 1, V1 

3: (SP 1-3, SP 2-1), running days (7), Deviation 2, V2/V1! 

Steps The user creates a new sub-path in the second territory and assigns V2 TSI 

Variant identifer to it. 

 

 

Postcondition

s 

There are 3 path variants, one User Variant and two TSI Variants. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-5), Main route, V1 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-1), running days (6), Deviation 1, V1 

3: (SP 1-3, SP 2-2), running days (7), Deviation 2, V2 
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7.1.11. UC-410: [TSI] Variant with different origin 

Summary Involved RU corrects TSI Variants by adding a new Sub-path in their territory. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 2 territories and 3 sub-paths. 

Timetable combinations: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-5), Main route, V1 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-1), running days (6), Deviation 1, V1 

Steps The user creates a new sub-path in the first territory and the system prevents 

him to assign V1 TSI Variant identifer to it because of the different origin.  

The user assigns TSI identifier V2 to the new sub-path. 

 

Postconditions There are 3 timetable combinations, one User Variant and one TSI Variant. 

Timetable combinations: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-5), Main route, V1 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-1), running days (6), Deviation 1, V1 

3: (SP 1-3, SP 2-2), running days (7), Deviation 2, [WARNING] Incorrect TSI 

variant assigned V2/V1 

7.1.12. UC-420: [TSI] Variant with different origin fixed by leading RU 
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Summary Leading RU corrects TSI Variant identifier in a sub-path that belongs to a 

different origin. 

Users Involved RU, Leading RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 2 territories and 4 sub-paths. Two origins 

exist in the first territory. TSI Variants are inconsistent. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-5), Main route, V1 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-1), running days (6), Deviation 1, V1 

3: (SP 1-3, SP 2-1), running days (7), Deviation 1, V1/V2 

Steps The involved RU creates a new sub-path in the second territory assigns V1 TSI 

Variant identifer to it.  

 

The leading RU changes the TSI Variant to V2 in the second territory. 
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Postconditions There are 3 Path Variants, one User Variant and two TSI Variants. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-5), Main route, V1 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-1), running days (6), Deviation 1, V1 

3: (SP 1-3, SP 2-2), running days (7), Deviation 2, V2 
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7.1.13. UC-500: Leading RU adds a day in first territory in Harmonization phase 

Summary Leading RU adds a running day in a sub-path in the first territory in 

Harmonization phase where he is not responsible. 

Users Leading RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 3 territories and 7 sub-paths. Leading RU 

is in third territory. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-2), running days (6) 

Steps Leading RU adds a day in a sub-path in the first territory. 

  

Postconditions Acceptance indicators for the first and second RU territory are downgraded. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-2), running days (6) 

4: (SP 1-2), running days (7) [WARNING] running days not covered 
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7.1.14. UC-501: Involved RU adds a day in new Sub-path in their territory in Harmonization phase. 

Summary Involved RU adds a running day in a new sub-path in their territory to correct 

calendar inconsistency in Harmonization phase. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 3 territories and 7 sub-paths. Leading RU 

is in third territory. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-1), running days (6) 

4: (SP 1-2), running days (7) [WARNING] running days not covered 

Steps The RU in the second territory adds running days in a Sub-path in their territory 

  

Postconditions Acceptance indicator of the involved RU can be set to green. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-1), running days (6) 

4: (SP 1-3), running days (7) [WARNING] running days not covered 
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7.1.15. UC-502: Involved RU adds a day in existing Sub-path in their territory in Harmonization phase 

Summary Involved RU adds a running day in a sub-path in their territory to correct 

calendar inconsistency in Harmonization phase. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 3 territories and 8 sub-paths. Leading RU 

is in third territory. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-1), running days (6) 

4: (SP 1-3), running days (7) [WARNING] running days not covered 

Steps Involved RU can add a day in a sub-path in the second territory. 

  

Postconditions Acceptance indicator of the RU in the second territory can be set to green. The 

acceptance indicator in the third territory is downgraded. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-1), running days (6) 

4: (SP 1-3, SP 2-3), running days (7) [WARNING] running days not covered 
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7.1.16. UC-510: Involved RU adds a day in their territory 

Summary Involved RU adds a running day in a sub-path in their territory as one of 

multiple steps while editing their timetable in Harmonization phase. 

Users Leading RU, Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 3 territories and 7 sub-paths. Leading RU 

is in second territory. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-1), running days (6) 

Steps Involved RU can adds a day in a sub-path in the first territory. 

 

Postconditions Acceptance indicator of the involved RU in the first territory is set to yellow. 

Involved RU cannot add a day in the first territory, which they are not allowed to 

keep, hence the acceptance indicator in the second territory stays green. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-1), running days (6) 

4: (SP 1-2), running days (7) [WARNING] running days not covered 
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7.1.17. UC-520: Involved RU changes incoming time in their territory 

Summary Involved RU changes incoming time in their territory and creates offset. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 3 territories and 7 sub-paths. Leading RU 

is in second territory. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-2), running days (6) 

Steps Involved RU changes incoming time on the border between first and second 

territory. 

 

Postconditions Acceptance indicator of the involved RU in the first territory is set to yellow.  

Acceptance indicator of the involved RU in the second territory is set to yellow. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 2-2, SP 3-2), running days (6) [WARNING] running days not covered 

4: (SP 1-2), running days (6) [WARNING] running days not covered 
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7.1.18. UC-530: [I-Train] Involved RU marks an Alternative Origin in second territory 

Summary Involved RU creates I-train and calendar inconsistency by marking a sub-path 

with Alternative Origin in Harmonization. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 3 territories and 7 sub-paths.  

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2, SP 3-2), running days (6) 

Steps Involved RU marks an alternative origin. 

 

Postconditions Acceptance indicator of the involved RU in the first territory is set to yellow.  

Acceptance indicator of the involved RU in the second territory is set to yellow. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 2-2, SP 3-2), running days (6)  

4: (SP 1-2), running days (6) [WARNING] running days not covered 
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7.1.19. UC-540: [I-Train] Leading RU adds a day in territory with alternative origin 

 

Summary Leading RU adds a running day in territory with alternative origin. 

Users Leading RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 3 territories and 6 sub-paths. Leading RU 

is in first territory. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 2-2, SP 3-2), running days (6) 

Steps Leading RU can add a day in a sub-path in the second territory that contains 

an alternative origin. 

 

Postconditions Acceptance indicator of the involved RU in the second territory is set to yellow.  

Acceptance indicator of the involved RU in the third territory is set to yellow. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1, SP 3-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-1, SP 2-3, SP 3-1), running days (5) 

3: (SP 2-2, SP 3-2), running days (6)  

4: (SP 2-2), running days (7) [WARNING] running days not covered 
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7.1.20. UC-600: [X-train] Involved RU adds additional destination  

  

7.1.21. UC-610: [X-train] Involved RU adds alternative border 
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7.1.22. UC-620: [I-train] Involved RU mark alternative origin 

 

 

7.1.23. UC-630: [I-train] Involved RU mark alternative destination 
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7.1.24. UC-700: Apply and propagate arrival time manual offset 

 

7.1.25. UC-710: Apply and propagate departure time manual offset with auto offset 

 

7.1.26. UC-720: Apply and propagate departure time manual offset with auto offset (2) 
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7.1.27. UC-730: Apply and propagate negative arrival time zone offset  

 

 

7.1.28. UC-740: Apply and propagate positive departure time zone offset against auto offset 

 

7.1.29. UC-750: Apply and propagate negative arrival time zone offset without auto offset 
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7.1.30. UC-760: Origin negative time zone offset with auto offset 
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7.1.31. UC-800: Involved RU adds F/IFO/O and creates new Sub-path with PaP in Harmonization 

Summary Involved RU inserts F/IFO/O and switches a running day to another PaP in 

Harmonization in their territory. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 2 territories and 2 sub-paths with PaP’s.  

User Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-5) 

Steps Step1: The first RU adds Feeder location in his territory. 

Step2. The second RU adds Intermediate Feed-Outflow and Outflow locations 

in his territory. 

Step3: Involved RU create new sub-path with another selected PaP 

 

Postconditions The initial User Variant is dissolved. 

Path variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-4) 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-1), running days (5) 
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7.1.32. UC-810: Involved RU inserts PaP in existing Sub-path in Harmonization 

Summary Involved RU inserts another PaP in Harmonization in existing Sub-path in their 

territory, then adds Feeder and Outflow. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 2 territories and 3 sub-paths with PaP’s.  

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-5) 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-1), running days (6) 

Steps Step1: The first RU selects another PaP to be inserted in one sub-path in their 

territory. 

Step2. The same RU adds Feeder, Outlfow (Tailor-made part) in the other sub-

path. 

 

Postconditions The same Path Variants remain. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-5) 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-1), running days (6) 
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7.1.33. UC-820: Leading RU adds User Variant with PaP’s in Open phase 

Summary Leading RU creates a new User Variant by selecting multiple PaP’s in Open 

phase. 

Users Leading RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in Open 

phase. Timetable has 2 territories and 2 sub-paths with PaP’s.  

User Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-5) 

Steps The Leading RU selects two PaP’s to be inserted in the timetable. 

 

Postconditions User Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-5), V1 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2), running days (6), V2 
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7.1.34. UC-830: Involved RU adds PaP with unavailable days in Harmonization 

Summary Involved RU selects a new PaP in his territory with partially unavailable days. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in 

Harmonization phase. Timetable has 2 territories and 2 sub-paths with PaP’s.  

User Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-5) 

Steps The Leading RU selects two PaP’s to be inserted in the timetable. 

 

Postconditions User Variant is dissolved. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running (1-3), Main route 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-1), running (4), Deviation PaP2 

3: (SP 1-3, SP 2-1) running (5), Deviation Tailor-made 
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7.1.35. UC-840: Involved RU adds PaP’s with unavailable days in Harmonization 

Summary Involved RU selects new PaP’s in his territory of which one has partially 

unavailable days. 

Users Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in Open 

phase. Timetable has 2 territories and 2 sub-paths with PaP’s.  

User Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-7) 

Steps The Leading RU selects two PaP’s to be inserted in the timetable. 

 

Postconditions User Variant is dissolved. 

Path Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running (1-3), Main route 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-1), running (4), Deviation PaP3, PaP4 

3: (SP 1-3, SP 2-1) running (5), Deviation PaP3, Tailor-made 
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7.1.36. UC-850: Involved RU copies Sup-path with PaP to create User Variant in Harmonization 

Summary Leading RU adds a PaP with unavailable days, then neighbor RU copies a 

Sub-path with PaP to create a User Variant in Harmonization. 

Users Leading RU, Involved RU 

Preconditions Geographical presentation of timetable shown to the user of a dossier in Open 

phase. Timetable has 2 territories and 2 sub-paths with PaP’s.  

User Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running days (1-7) 

Steps Step 1: Leading RU adds a PaP in his territory, some days are unavailable. 

Step 2: Involved RU copies a Sub-path with PaP in order to create User Variant 

 

Postconditions The system creates tailor made locations for PaP that is not available after 

insertion by Leading RU. User Variant is created after Sub-path copy in second 

territory. 

User Variants: 

1: (SP 1-1, SP 2-1), running (1-4), Main route, V1 

2: (SP 1-2, SP 2-2), running (5), Deviation PaP3, V2 

 

7.1.37. UC-900: TBD PaP with interchange point 
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8. External Interface Requirements 

8.1. PCS Web services 

IM agencies do their updates on national level. In that aspect the behavior of the system remains the 

same.  

The following issues should be addressed: 

1) Main timetable is obsolete in empty envelope and won’t exist anymore. Therefor the type 

element will be removed. Consequently, the complementary calendar won’t be maintained 

anymore. 

2) IM’s that do not support multiple RU-IM pairs should reject the path request 

3) Possibility to mark alternative origin or destination – new optional  Boolean fields in Trasse 

type 

4) Calendar inconsistency error code for acceptance indicator update to green 

5) Integration of RU agencies 

a) Work with user defined variants 

b) Create dossier also should support user defined variant 

6) Operation for getting timetable combinations 

7) Integration with TSI Translation layer 

a) TsiTrainid element will be moved from Dossier to Path type. All path’s that belong to 

one TSI Variant will have the same TSI Train Id but they will have different TSI Path 

Id. 

8) Other changes in the schema: 

a) Remove agency_id and use responsible_ru_id and responsible_im_id fields in 

TrasseElement 

b) Use dossier phase (Pre-booking) instead of trasse processing status field to know 

when C-OSS is working and when IM should proceed with processing 

c) Minimum dwell period time defined as number, expressed in minutes 

d) Expose manual offset fields 

e) Add timezone offset in the schema as optional fields 

f) All deprecated fields should be removed from the schema 

9) New operations: 

a) GetPathVariants 
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 To be used by RNE for warehouse 

 To be used by anyone who needs to get timetable combinations constructed 

by PCS 

b) CreateUserVariant 

 Used by leading RU in Open phase 

c) UpdateUserVariant 

 Used by leading RU in Open and Harmonization 

d) GetTsiVariants 

 Used by TIL or RU’s integrated via PCS without CI/TIL 

8.2. TSI Requirements 

The integration of PCS with the TSI Translation layer should ensure that an integration via TSI CI is 

available for agencies that will decide to integrate in this manner. 

The following requirements are defined under the assumption of mandatory TSI Identifiers are 

enforced in PCS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


